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Abstract—This paper presents a tool ProNet, that is used to
obtain the network trust based on incomplete provenance. We
consider a multihop scenario where a set of source nodes observe
an event and disseminate their observations as an information
item through a multihop path to the command center. Nodes are
assumed to embed their provenance details on the information
content. Received provenance may not be complete at the
command center due to attackers dropping provenance or the
unavailability of provenance. We design ProNet, a tool which is
at the command center that acts on the received information
item to determine the information trust, node-level trust and
sequence-level trust. ProNet contains three steps. In the first
step it reconstructs the complete provenance details of received
information from the available provenance. In the second step it
employs a data classification scheme to classify the data into
a good and bad pool. In the third step it employs pattern
mining on the reconstructed provenance of bad data pools to
determine the frequently appearing node and node sequence.
This frequent appearance will quantify the trust level of nodes
and node sequence. Now an information quality/trust level of
newly received information can be determined based on the
occurrences of these node/sequence patterns on the provenance
data. We provide a detailed analysis on false positive and false
negatives.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In multihop information sharing networks it is often necessary to perform trust analysis on the nodes and also the
information received to derive a wise decision out of the
received information. Cryptography security services such as
authentication and admission control alone cannot provide
complete solutions for a trust analysis. Nodes can misbehave
and may provide unreliable observations/results after passing
through the initial cryptography check. Though they are authenticated nodes, the poor results may be due to single or
combination of various factors such as misbehavior, faulty
sensors and environmental factors. In these circumstances,
trust management augmented with cryptography can provide a
viable solution. One way to assess trust is by using the history
of the information origin, widely known as provenance. In this
paper we assume provenance as node ID, location and time
of observation.
In ad-hoc networks, to be particular, tactical networks, if
informers attach their provenance details on the information
they provide later, they can query the command center and
get rewarded accordingly based on the importance of the
information they have provided [1]. In addition, the receiver
can have more confidence on the received information if the
provenance information is available. Hence provenance has become important entity in the modern day information sharing
networks. It helps both the information providers and also the
receiver. Complete provenance means the full identification
details of a node that generated it and also processed the
information. With complete provenance one can say without
any ambiguity what nodes participated in the information

gathering and processing. Often the literature on provenancebased trust assessment assumes whatever node processes the
information will embed its provenance on the information
[2], [3]. However, in a dynamic open networks often the full
provenance collection is complex, and provenance may not be
complete and accurate [4]. This is basically due to:
• Attackers: When the information passes through a multihop chain, some attackers may drop the previous nodes’
provenance details to claim the origin of information as
their own to get monetary reward if any. Attackers may
refuse to attach their own provenance so that they can get
away from the malicious node detection while at the same
time create considerable damage in the decision making.
Sometimes users may drop part of the large provenance
data to avoid network congestion.
• Unavailability and unwillingness: In some cases provenance details will not be simply available. Possibly due
to malfunctioning of the provenance information provider
on the node. In some cases users are not willing to
provide complete provenance for various confidentiality
reasons; users may intentionally hide their part of the
provenance.
• Loss of provenance: In some cases provenance data
may be lost. Therefore instead of full ID, the received
provenance may have partial ID.
In this paper we propose a strategy to assess the trustworthiness of the information based on available provenance. We do
not back query the users for additional information as it can
lead to confidentiality violations. We just work on the received
information. We assume a mutli-hop network where every
node observes the event and disseminates the information
through the nodes until it reaches the command center node.
The command center applies the proposed algorithm on the
received information and determines the trust level of nodes
and also the received information based on the available
provenance details. The objective of this work is to identify
a single node or pattern of less trustworthy nodes in the
provenance chain and declare that particular information as a
member of a bad set. We generate a rule to evaluate the trust
of the information based on the history of appearance of one
or sequence of nodes in either the good or bad data pools. Our
proposed ProNet tool contains three steps: In the first step the
complete provenance from the available limited provenance
details is reconstructed. In the second step the information set
is classified into two pools based on a classification technique.
In the final step. pattern mining is applied to identify the
sequence of nodes appearing on the bad information pool.
This will help to identify the trustworthiness of future received
information.
Uniqueness of the proposed approach:

1) We provide an approach to evaluate the trustworthiness
even when the complete provenance is unavailable. We
provide a balance between the false positive analysis and
the granularity of the provenance available.
2) Instead of just the node-level trust we also concentrate
on sequence-level trust analysis. Sometimes the node
individually may be good but the association of node
(sequence) with other nodes may be malicious or less
trustworthy. We identity those patterns.
3) We work at the information level (application layer)
rather than the packet level (network layer) and provide
detailed performance analysis.
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II. R ELATED WORK
An agent-based approach to manage the trustworthiness of
information in a dynamic information sharing environment
is presented in [5]. Here a provenance graph of a derived
information is used for the trust assessments. Information
trust assessment based on path and information similarity is
proposed in [6]. The idea is that when the information item
is received from totally disjoint paths and the information
contents are similar, then it is highly likely that the information
is trustworthy and also nodes which processed the information are trustworthy. A data provenance trust model which
estimates the level of trustworthiness of both information and
information providers is presented in [7]. Four aspects that
affect the trustworthiness of the data have been taken into account to build such a trust model, which are (a) data similarity,
(b) path similarity, (c) data conflict and (d) data deduction.
However, this model is vulnerable to collusion attacks [2].
Majority rule based technique to detect the malicious colluding
parties is proposed in [2], [8]. Our approach considerably
differs from all of the above in the sense that we handle
incomplete provenance.
III. F UNDAMENTAL FRAMEWORK
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DEFINITION 3: Provenance. The provenance of the information contains two factors: the ownership of an information, and the log of the tasks applied on the information
by authorized entities. The three most basic entities of a
provenance graph are Agents, Processes and Artifacts. In a
multi-hop sensor or tactical network, we can call these entities
as: Node ID, Actions, Attributes. We consider the two most
basic types of action, “to pass” or “to process”, as the Root
Action. Attributes contains time of operation and location of
node.

A. System model
We assume a single command center, which is an information processing unit and set of nodes deployed for event
monitoring. Every node which is close to the event makes
observations about the event and sends the observation as
information item to the command center through multiple
intermediate nodes as shown in Fig 1. Information either
passes through the intermediate nodes without change or get
processed and passed on. The processing can be either fusion
or aggregation. Here we consider information in the form of
information items. Each information item has one or multiple owners. Each information item consists of information
metadata and an information payload as shown in Fig. 2.
The metadata contains the provenance of the information item
provided by the user. For instance, in Fig. 1 the information
i is outcome of actions of node D, and node A and also
the combinatorial interactive trust of node A and D. The
provenance in turn includes the information item’s creation
time, owner, location history, as well as the provenance of the
all other intermediate nodes which performed operations on
the information item. The receiver collects all the information.
Before we proceed further let us make the following formal
definitions:
DEFINITION 1: Trustworthiness of Information Items
(Trust). The trustworthiness of an information item i, denoted
as T (i), is the probability of i being true.
DEFINITION 2: Trust of Nodes. The trust of a node N ,
is the probability that N sends correct information.

B. Attack model
We assume that every node should sign the metadata with
its private key when it attaches the metadata. When another
node receives the information it can read the metadata and
find out which node has sent the information from the node
ID which is in the metadata. Now the other node can verify the
integrity of the metadata by verifying the signature using the
corresponding public key of the previous node. Here the node
cannot alter the metadata of the previous node because if it
alters the metadata it has to sign the metadata with its private
key. Hence integrity of the provenance can be ensured. In
addition, the nodes can never forge or fake provenance. Due to
the cryptography if any other nodes change the provenance in
an unauthorized way, or if any nodes provide a fake ID within
their own provenance, it can be detected by the recipient.
After considering this, we list the following attack models:
• The attacker can drop completely the metadata of all the
previous users or some selective previous users as shown
in Fig. 3. For instance, the node last in the provenance
chain can completely drop all the provenance information
in the chain and can place its own metadata to claim the
full credits for the source of information.
• The attacker can refuse to attach its own provenance after
performing operations on the information payload. So
that the attackers can get away from detection at the same
time it can cause damage in the decision making.
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IV. P RO N ET I MPLEMENTATION D ETAILS
The steps to be followed in our approach are explained
below:
A. Provenance reconstruction
We profile the nodes’ location and corresponding MAC address at the command center when we receive the information
items. We first reconstruct the full provenance for nodes for
which only partial provenance details are available. We assume
there are enough messages that include the full provenance that
this is possible. Then we reconstruct the complete provenance
chain if any of the nodes provenance details are completely
missing.
Reconstruction of partial provenance information:
1) If MAC address is partially available we look at the
profile for the corresponding match with location, time
and narrow down to particular address.
2) If location is missing, we see in the repository if the
location of that particular node is previously reported. If
not, we see who is the neighbor in the provenance chain.
We look at the time of the report from the previous
neighbor and next hop neighbor and then determine
approximate location of the node by combining the
neighbors location and time information.
3) If time is missing, we can apply filtering based on
previously reported time and neighbor nodes’ time.
If provenance of a particular node is not completely recoverable after these three steps then we ignore the partial
details and declare that one node’s provenance is completely
missing and proceed to the next section where we do further
investigation.
Reconstruction of provenance chain:
We follow two approaches for provenance chain reconstruction.
• Based on Path set constructions (PC).
• Based on Profiling Approach (PA).
TABLE I
A DJACENCY MATRIX
Node
d
4
5
1
2
3

Reachable
set
4, 5
1, 2
4, 2
s
1, s, 3
s

1) Provenance reconstruction based on Path set Construction (PC): In this approach the command center first constructs all possible paths as follows:
We assume that the command center knows the topology of
the network nodes, which is a directed acyclic graph (DAG).
The topology can be learned through the location profiling
of all the nodes in the initial stage. Initially we assume
that the nodes behave genuinely and over the time they act
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selfishly and drop provenance packets. We don’t assume any
other prior information like the underlined routing protocol
or the information traffic pattern, etc. The nodes are allowed
to choose their own routing decision while disseminating the
information packet.
In the first step the command center determines the event
location by correlating the several provenance information
paths. Now the command center follows the bottom-up reachbility set construction from the command center to the event
location using the network topology information. This is a
one time construction. The reachbility set is constructed based
on [9]. The difference here is that we have DAG and hence
the complexity will be half as compared to [9]. The modified
algorithm is given in Fig 5.
We construct all possible paths from source to destination
using the algorithm given in Fig 5. A general exhaustive search
approach for all possible path construction would require an
algorithm of O(N 2 ) to calculate the all possible paths for
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a graph with N nodes. To reduce the computational cost, we
exploit the fact that the tree-branch set of a particular node is a
subset of the tree-branch of its parent node. The computational
where N is the number of nodes
complexity here is N ×K×L
2
in the network, K is maximum number of adjacency and L is
the depth of the graph.
We illustrate the path construction process using Fig. 4. a.
In the original graph Fig. 4. a we replace the source with the
node ‘s’ and the destination with node ‘d’. We replace all
out going edges with the incoming edges and vice versa and
construct the bottom-up graph as shown in Fig. 4. b. Then we
construct the adjacency matrix as shown in Table. I by reading
the bottom up graph. Here in the Table. I the index in the first
column corresponds to a parent node and rest of the index
corresponds to nodes reached by direct outgoing edges from
a parent node.
This table will be used as input in the algorithm given in Fig.
5. The output of this algorithm are the all available paths from
the source to the destination as shown in Fig. 6. Destination
node ‘d’ is picked up as the first node in algorithm given in Fig.
5. One of the adjacency nodes of the destination in the bottomup graph will be picked up next and then the process will
continue until a source node is found. Once the source node
is found, again the one level immediate parent will be picked
up and one of the left out adjacency node will be explored
until source node is reached. This way going backward and
forward will eventually provide us all possible paths. Now
the outgoing edges replaced with incoming edges will give all
possible paths as given in Fig. 6. Here in Fig. 6 the number
sx on particular edge denotes that particular node is reached
after running Algorithm for x steps. Now the final all possible
paths will be obtained by converting all incoming edges in Fig
6 to outgoing edges.
Now the complete provenance of all the possible paths are
given in Table. II.
TABLE II
A LL POSSIBLE PATHS FROM SOURCE TO DESTINATION
Path
1
2
3
...

Nodes
s, 1, 4, d
s, 1, 2, 4, d
s, 2, 4, d
...

However, if we don’t know the node topology then we can
use the profiling based approach as explained below.
2) Provenance reconstruction based on profiling approach
(PA): In this model we store the provenance of a node over
time. We assume in the initial stage during the deployment,
every node behaves well and attaches the true provenance

values. There is no attack or provenance drops in the initial
stage. In addition there is no provenance loss and also the
users are fully cooperating in embedding their provenance
details. Hence the provenance is fully available in the learning
phase. We then profile all the possible paths and create a
profile by storing the provenance information. We call it as
profile database. We keep on improving the profile database
over the time. Now after the learning period, the network
nodes will start to behave their own way and there could
be provenance drops. The missing provenance details in the
received information can be determined by comparing the
received information metadata against the provenance chains
of the profile database as explained in the following section.
3) String search to narrow down the full provenance chain:
From Section IV-A1 and Section IV-A2 we can determine all
complete possible provenance chains. The question is using the
incomplete provenance available in the received information
metadata, how to narrow down one candidate provenance
out of all possible paths. For this, we do exhaustive string
matching in the complete provenance pattern using Algorithm
1. We define two main decision factors that will help us to
identify the complete provenance chain:
• Total length of common subsequences
• Order of common subsequences
We first start to look for the available incomplete provenance
pattern among the set of complete provenance chain sets
(Φ(n)) constructed using either PA or PC methods. From this
set we are able to narrow down to subset (Φ1 (n)) of complete provenance chain that contains the available incomplete
provenance pattern. From this subset we again narrow down to
subset (Φ2 (n)) that has the available incomplete provenance
in the same particular sequence. Now we classify all the nodes
in the (Φ2 (n)) as possible candidate for the full provenance.
This procedure is explained in Algorithm 1 where the sequence
X[.] is compared against the all possible path set A[.]. Though
Algorithm 1 Algorithm to find the provenance sequence
1: N ← size(X[.]), M ← size(A[.]), C ← 0
2: for all i such that 0 ≤ i ≤ N do
3:
for all j such that n ≤ j ≤ M do
4:
if X[i] == A[j] then
5:
C ++
6:
n←i
7:
end if
8:
end for
9: end for
10: if C == N then
11:
Add A[.] into candidate set
12: end if=0
this approach may generate several possible paths, our trust
assignment in Section IV-C itself, based on accumulating
several instance reports and then applying frequent sequence
mining, the final trust assignment will be optimal and reduce
the false alarms. After the provenance reconstruction, the next
step is to classify the information based on the payload as
follows.
B. Information classifications
Path difference and information similarity-based approaches
are used to classify the information into bad and good pools
[6], [8]. Each information item will be assigned an information
similarity factor (ISFI ) and a path difference (P DFI ) factor
with respect to the information collection they belong to based
on [6], [8]. Then our classification result will be determined

1
0.8
Detection rate

by the product of these two factors. A positive ISFI · P DFI
means there is more support in the collection, so that we can
put the information item into the “good” pool, and a negative
ISFI · P DFI means there are more conflicts so we put it into
the “bad” pool. The idea is if the two information items are
similar and coming from entirely dissimilar paths then there
is a high probability that these two information items belong
to good pool.
C. Pattern mining
Once the information is classified into the two different
pools, we apply frequency pattern mining into the divided
information-sets to determine the frequently appearing nodes
and node sequences.
Since there can be many nodes observing an event and many
nodes in the pools, checking all the possible combinations in
each information pool can be tedious. The algorithm also will
not scale well if we search the entire pool for all possible
combinations. Therefore, we propose to exploit the apriori
property to narrow down the search space to enhance the
scalability of the algorithm [10], [11]. The main idea of the
algorithm is as follows: At the first step, we estimate the
probability of occurrence of each individual feature. By feature
we mean the appearance of single node or nodes pattern in
a given pool. If a feature occurs lower than a predefined
threshold (α) number of times, we remove that feature from
further consideration as it has very limited discriminative
power and is statistically insignificant. After that first step,
we retain features that have high support. Let us assume
that the set is S1 . At the next step, we first generate the
set of the candidate features by taking the Cartesian product
S1 XS1 where ‘X’ represents the Cartesian product. S1 XS1
represents all possible combinations of features occurring as
pair. This Cartesian product is an algorithmic way to determine
frequently appearing node pairs in the pool. Next, we estimate
the probability of each item in S1 XS1 and remove the items
that has support lower than α and generate a set S2 . Next,
we generate the candidate patterns of length 3 as S2 XS1 .
We continue this process until we find all the combination of
features or get the empty set.
This way we can find out the single node or pattern of
nodes which are frequently appearing in the bad data pool.
We name these nodes/patterns as bad signatures. We repeat
this exercise for the good data pool and find out the frequently
appearing patterns in the good data pool. Now we can generate
a rule based on this frequent appearance. In the future received
messages, if we see these frequently appearing bad/good node
or node patterns, we can classify those data as bad/good data.
We constantly keep update this data set and change the rule
dynamically. If a particular node or node patterns appearing
in both bad and good pool frequently then those nodes or
node patterns will be assigned with unknown trust (score 0.5).
Trust calculation: The received information can be classified
as trustworthy or untrustworthy as follows
• If all the node and node patterns in the newly received
information provenance found frequently appearing in the
good pool earlier then that particular information will be
assigned high trust (score 1).
• In the newly received information provenance at least
one node/node patterns was earlier found appearing only
in the bad pool then that particular information will be
assigned with low trust (score 0).
• If some of the nodes trust score is unknown and rest
of the node/node sequence trust is high and if that
particular information has high ISFI · P DFI then it will
be assigned high trust. If it has low ISFI · P DFI then
it will be assigned the score of 0.
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Now these knowledge will be used to further fine tune the
information classifications of Section. IV-B.
V. R ESULTS AND A NALYSIS
We have conducted extensive simulations. We assume 100
nodes distributed uniformly random over the space of 1000 ×
1000 and centralised command center. For PC method, using
the network topology we construct all possible paths and
record them in the command center. Now we determined
the source to destination shortest path and in the path we
have dropped 1, 2, 3 node’s provenance information. We
have compared the received incomplete provenance against
each path in the record that has been stored previously and
determine the path which is closely matching as per Algorithm
1. That particular path will be picked up as candidate path.
The receiver operative characteristics (ROC) performance of
the PC method is shown in Fig. 7. In ROC plot detection
means correctly identifying the provenance and false alarm
means wrongly identifying other nodes as rightly missing
provenance. For the PA method we select a random source
and a fixed command center destination and determine a path
between them and record the path (the intermediate nodes).
We repeat this 100 times and store all these paths in the
record database and use it as a profile model. Now in the
new path we intentionally drop 1, 2 and 3 number of node’s
provenance in the chain and try to look for the missing
pattern in the profile. We determine the detection rate and
false positive rate this way and plot the ROC plot as shown
in Fig 8. The ROC performance with the PC method is much
better than the PA method. It is because in PA method there
are chances that we miss to profile some of the paths. In
addition, the training overhead in profiling based approach
is high. We get reasonably good results only after storing
100 paths. In addition we can see that both methods generate
more false alarms. This is because there are chances that we
pick up more than one path as candidate paths. However, the
detection rate is mostly high. To measure the trust level of
nodes, we assume a node pattern of length 2 is malicious with
trust factor 0.2. That means 80% of the time the information
which contains the particular node pattern is untrustworthy.
We determine the trust of the information which contains this
particular node pattern in the chain. However that particular
node/node pattern is completely dropped in the provenance
chain of the information. Our provenance reconstruction was
able to capture the missing provenance and also the trust of this
particular information. The threshold value (α) in the pattern
mining is chosen as 2% of the total information collection size.
We have plotted ROC performance of PC and PA methods
in Fig. 9. Here we compare the information against the

nance information. We have provided an analysis to give a
balance between available provenance and the accuracy in the
trust establishment. The analysis shows that one can get good
performance even when part of provenance chain is missing.
Performance with the complete topological information is
better than that of the profiling based approach. Provenance
based trust analysis is relatively new area and there are several
practical questions remain to be answered. The provenance
overhead analysis is an issue to be addressed. In some cases,
the provenance could be many orders larger than the size of the
information product. For example, in some cases provenance
may include pictures or video to support a report. Distribution
of this provenance via a multi-hop network to the pertinent
authorities in a timely manner can be a challenge. In addition
storage and timely retrieval of provenance add additional
complexity. We hope that the near future research in this
direction may answer some of the questions.
Limitations: This approach has a few limitations. In the
case of profiling based approach the initial training phase is
crucial. A larger training phase would result in better performance. Our proposed trust method is more conservative and
achieves better detection rates. At the same time it generates
false alarms. The false alarm rate increases when the amount
of available provenance information decreases.
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ground truth which we assume is available for the performance
evaluation purpose. When we identify the information is trust
worthy (trust score 1) and that particular information is close
enough with ground truth (i.e., high ISFI ) then we assume
that detection is achieved. If we declare the information is
trustworthy and the information is totally opposite compared
to ground truth (i.e., negative ISFI ) then we assume it is false
negative. If we identify the information is untrustworthy (trust
score 0) however it has high ISFI with respect to the ground
truth then we assume it is a false alarm. The false negative
performance of our approach with PC method is shown in Fig
10. We can see that the false negative is almost 0. Similar
performance was achieved for PA method also.
VI. C ONCLUSION
We have proposed a scheme to determine the node and
sequence level-trust based on the available incomplete prove-
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